
Midterm Examination 2 CS 4235 Summer 2008
A tribute to America’s independence from (Name + GT Account Name):

Answer each question, showing work and providing explanation as appropriate. Don’t worry
about performing any arithmetic.

(0) (0 points) Circle the individual who did not sign the Declaration of Independence:

Benjamin Franklin, George Washington , John Hancock, Thomas Jefferson.

(1) (5 points) Adonia has invented a method to pass notes with added security in her sixth
grade class. Her system involves a fixed system for changing each letter to a corresponding
symbol (such as a ⇒ ♥, b ⇒4, etc.) and relying on the receiver to know how to decrypt the
message based on having been provided a table beforehand. Briefly characterize this cipher,
including whether it is a block or stream cipher, a Caesar cipher or a one-time pad, and whether
the cipher involves transposition or substitution. stream,

neither
(“pig-
pen
ci-
pher”),
substi-
tution

(5 points) Bob, Adonia’s teacher, manages to confiscate a large number of notes written using
her system. Describe a method that Bob could employ to break Adonia’s system.

look for
most
common
char-
acter,
con-
clude
it’s e,
etc.

(2) (2 points) Negar has downloaded a file named britney.exe. Before double-clicking, Negar
decides to double-check the authenticity of the file. Circle which of the following is most
applicable to her situation: DES, Diffie-Hellman, chaining, hashing , or the Vernam cipher.

(4 points) Using the technique above, Negar obtained a 40 digit hexadecimal number from a
website, and a 40-digit hexadecimal number from the file on her computer. The results were as
follows:

749ba6c949d7d07e3c916b1e56b7f957c597e453 (from the web)
749b698eb9311bc30bbc82ff8af5a998eb9311bc (file on her machine)

Unfortunately, Negar was feeling lazy and only checked the first four digits of each number,
leading her to believe britney.exe was legitimate, when in fact it was not.

Express in the form xy the (lessened) number of unique hexadecimal numbers that are available
for verification given the lazy comparison method. 164



(4 points) If a hacker were able to create a counterfeit britney.exe which had the same
first 4 digits of the above hexadecimal number using the technique above, is it likely that the
counterfeit file would be largely similar (in terms of congruent regions of bytes and size) to the
original britney.exe? Explain. No,

good
crypto.
hashes
don’t
map
similar
inputs
to sim-
ilar
outputs

(3) Recall the RSA cipher’s method for encrypting and decrypting messages: Given the public
key (n, e) with n = pq (p and q are secret primes, we’ll skip the details for e), a message m is
encoded to the ciphertext c with the formula c = me (mod n).

(3 points) How many bytes would a computer need to allocate to store c as a function of p and
q? (Hint: Find the number of bits needed to represent n, and recall what modular arithmetic
implies about the relationship between c and me (mod n).) log2 pq/8

(3 points) How does RSA guarantee that the sender has an authentic copy of the public key for
the message recipient? If it does not, explain. If it does, how does it compare to Diffie-Hellman?

It
doesn’t,
RSA
relies on
a PKI

(4 points) Suppose an attacker knew that n was exactly 5 decimal digits long. The attacker
also knows that the first numeral (base 10) of the secret message is 9, and the attacker has
a copy of the ciphertext c. Circle the algorithm below that searches for the corresponding m
given the public key and the additional information above.

Contestant #1: CORRECT

==================================

for n = 10000 to 99999

for m = 0 to 99999

if (m begins with 9)

if ((m^e mod n) == c)

return m

endif

endif

end for

end for



==================================

Contestant #2:

==================================

for m = 0 to 9999

c = m^e mod n

if (c - m == 9)

return m

endif

endfor

==================================

Contestant #3:

==================================

for m = 0 to 99999

for n = 0 to 99999

if (n > 10000)

if (m begins with 9)

c = m^e mod n

return c

endif

endif

endfor

endfor

==================================

(4) (2 points) Circle which of the following can best be used with block ciphers to encode mes-

sages longer than their block size: one-time passwords, chaining , ciphertext, or the Harrison,
Ruzzo, Ullman model.

(3 points) Among varieties of the above-mentioned technique, what advantages and drawbacks
exist? Are there situations where using one would constitute a threat to secrecy? Do some
offer advantages in some specialized situations? ECB

mode
can be
bad,
some
are bet-
ter for
multi
CPUs

(5) (3 points) Circle which of the following does not relate to operating system memory pro-

tection: base/bounds registers, page tables, or two-factor authentication .



(6) (5 points) A hacker has an opportunity to sit in front of the keyboard of an important
computer system for 5 minutes. The computer in question is not connected to the Internet.
The only way for the hacker to gain access to the system is to correctly guess a login and
password and type it into the keyboard. Would this be considered an offline attack? Explain. No,

offline
attack
means
“taking
some-
thing
home”
and
cracking
it

(3 points) If the system in question also required the user to provide a thumbprint, would the
system be said to employ biometric authentication, two-factor authentication, physical separa-
tion, or some combination? Explain.

Both bio
and 2
factor...

(7) (5 points) Consider the military security policy model. Suppose a glitch allowed a low-
seniority administrator to inappropriately assign analysts into arbitrary compartments, although
the glitch does not allow the administrator to change the clearance level of analysts. Briefly
outline a scenario in which this glitch could pose a threat to national security. North

Korea
cpmt
person
sees
China
info,
leaks
info

(8) (5 points) Laju has decided to author some new software to help people protect their files.
The software uses encryption to allow an unprivileged user A to require other unprivileged users
to enter a password of user A’s choosing if they wish to access certain files belonging to A. If the
password it not entered, other users cannot access the file in question. Does this new feature
constitute discretionary or mandatory access control? Explain. Not

manda-
tory
because
not en-
forced
by OS


